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e Challenges of Childhood Policy
Last month, the United Nations released an exhaustive survey of the well-being of children in twenty-one
“rich countries.” e study ranked the United States at or
near the boom in quality of life categories such as child
poverty, education, delinquency, nutrition, and physical
and mental health.[1] ese ﬁndings should come as no
surprise to anyone who has been paying aention to the
dismal state of American children in recent years. However, its historical roots are less well known outside the
small circle of scholars who study children and childhood. Judith Sealander aempts to remedy that deﬁcit
in e Failed Century of the Child: Governing America’s
Young in the Twentieth Century, a wide-ranging and engaging policy survey that should inspire some muchneeded discussions in policy circles. She develops the
argument that today’s woeful state of childhood in the
United States is a result of failed government policies in
separate chapters on juvenile justice, child abuse, child
poverty, child labor, compulsory secondary education,
early childhood education, special education, nutrition,
exercise, and immunizations.

ﬂicted intentions among groups with diﬀering agendas.
Her focus on locating blame sometimes leads Sealander
away from analyzing the contested, dynamic meanings
of childhood and adolescence that produced and were
produced by disparate policies. Because the book surveys “public responses to the concept of childhood” (p. 5)
in published and oﬃcial sources, it tends to overlook the
diverse yet oen hidden perspectives of groups who resisted, accommodated, or even ignored professional authority. A greater inclusion of children or working-class
parents as actors in contests over the meaning of childhood and the care of children might have enriched some
of the historical vignees. Historians such as Linda Gordon and Mary Odem have led a wave of scholarship in
which the viewpoints of children and parents compete
with those of experts and policymakers.[3]
Juvenile justice, the subject of the ﬁrst chapter study,
follows this formula by describing the well-documented
failures of the Progressive juvenile court, probation, and
training school mainly as artifacts of a social control
agenda. Although juvenile justice failed to realize its
avowed promises of delinquency prevention and juvenile rehabilitation, it was, we are reminded, a “victory
for the emerging professions of social work and psychology, allied with Progressivism’s women’s clubs and other
social reform institutions” (p. 23). is interpretation
reﬂects the earlier work of Anthony Pla; recent scholars have portrayed juvenile justice as a “contested terrain” shaped by children and parents as well as established authorities.[4] Other state and local governments
adopted versions of Chicago’s juvenile court system that
diﬀered wildly by region. In rural areas, juvenile cases
oen transpired in district or sometimes county courts
on dates set aside in advance. Few states sponsored
probation departments, and training for probation oﬃcers and training school employees lagged well behind
reformers’ goals. e result, as Sealander notes, was

Sealander’s main argument is that “childhood policy”
oen “cloaked other aims” (p. 4) not clearly related to
children. A host of special interest groups come in for
harsh criticism throughout the book, particularly federal agencies, professional organizations, and social activists, each portrayed as hoping to advance their own respective causes through childhood policy. According to
Sealander, policymakers oen acted hastily, in response
to public panics demanding immediate government action. Rushed policies typically misused social scientiﬁc
knowledge, with results that oen backﬁred. Unlike
David J. Rothman, who memorably characterized Progressive child-saving policies as a blend of “conscience
and convenience,” Sealander emphasizes bad faith and
incompetence.[2] Despite the occasional disclaimer, she
is far less inclined to allow for altruistic or even con1
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an expanding web of juvenile justice that subjected its
charges–disproportionately black and Latino as early as
the 1920s–to adult-style punishment rather than therapeutic rehabilitation. Concerns about this state of aﬀairs
appeared sporadically in national discourse, ﬁnally peaking in the children’s rights and de-institutionalization
movements of the 1960s and 70s. By then, many juvenile
courts had abused their status as civil rather than criminal forums, warehousing oﬀenders in institutions that
were oen worse than adult prisons. Sealander’s discussion of the “rights revolution” in juvenile justice covers
familiar territory but gives too much aention to the role
of aorneys in securing due process rights for juvenile offenders. Given this emphasis, it would have been fair to
point out that many aorneys represented juveniles for
lile or no payment, at considerable personal and professional risk. is critique aside, she very cogently captures
the recent line of thought among legal historians that the
rights revolution inadvertently set the stage for harsher
sentencing and incarceration practices. e chapter concludes with an overview of the contemporary debate over
whether to abolish or radically reform juvenile justice.

in child abuse cases. She chalks up this disparity between rhetoric and data largely to political correctness
and the self-interest of lawyers and scientiﬁc experts.
e chapter’s conclusion vividly describes the desperate plight faced by contemporary child protective agencies, which are woefully underfunded and overburdened.
Staﬀ turnover, high caseloads, and poor training have become endemic, and, compounded by a doctrine of “family preservation” at all costs, sometimes cause agencies to
overlook clear instances of abuse. Today’s headlines regularly include stories of children missing or killed under
the purview of child protective services.
Although they cover a range of topics, the next
two chapters on child poverty and child labor interestingly contrast highly unpopular welfare policies against
widely supported youth work programs. While the image of welfare “chiselers” undercut the Aid to Dependent Children program as early as 1949, the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was both successful and popular. e CCC is also practically the only childhood policy lauded in the book as an unqualiﬁed success–“the
exception that proved the rule” (p. 138) because of its
clear and speciﬁc goals, and maintenance of “Army-style
discipline to produce order and promote hard work” (p.
165). By comparison, the National Youth Administration, also created during the New Deal, receives scant
mention. e NYA sponsored a broad-ranging vocational and educational program, including “civil scholarships” for working-class collegians, which would seem to
contradict Sealander’s contention that a successful child
initiative must be narrowly construed.[6] Nevertheless,
Sealander convincingly demonstrates that the Job Corps,
created in the 1960s, was disastrously corrupt and ineﬃcient. e chapter concludes by surveying a few recent
state-run work programs for at-risk youth, such as Texas
YouthWorks, in which boys helped build housing for the
poor. Although she suggests such programs echo the
CCC’s focus and discipline, the rhetoric employed here
is reminiscent of the juvenile boot camps that became
highly popular in Texas and other parts of the country
in the 1990s.
An uneven quality pervades the three chapters covering education policies. e chapter on secondary education characterizes Progressive education as a quasiconspiratorial movement with chieﬂy “nonacademic ambitions” (p. 195) for public high schools. John Dewey is
associated with a cadre of “inﬂuential university-based
educational theorists” (p. 194) who “did not particularly
care about the best ways to improve reading skills or
teach math” (p. 196). e claim that the CCC rather
than the high school more fully realized Dewey’s vision

e other chapters follow a similarly ambitious
chronological scope that sometimes moves too quickly
past the middle decades of the century. e chapter on
child abuse argues that private child protection initiatives
in the early part of the century focused on “irresponsible”
immigrant families (p. 57). is discussion of the clash
between native-born Protestant reformers and workingclass immigrant families would have been enhanced by
framing it within the tradition of “Christian nurture” that
emerged in parenting literature of the preceding century. e claim that the National Origins Act of 1924
helped put an end to concerns about immigrant children
may need qualifying, given the Americanization campaigns aimed at Mexican immigrant families in the West
throughout the 1920s.[5] e story then resumes in 1962
with the discovery of “baered child syndrome,” which
gave rise to a “child abuse industry” that subsequently
capitalized on widespread fears by presenting horriﬁc
images of abused children (p. 74). e Children’s Bureau
and the American Humane Association, two agencies in
decline, saw child abuse as an opportunity more than a
social ill, as described in this section. us they pushed
for tougher state requirements for reporting child abuse,
but failed to account for the resources this would entail.
In the 1970s, the public discourse on child abuse severed
its traditional association with poor and nonwhite families and reframed it as a classless, “color-blind” problem. Sealander asserts that this shi contradicted statistics showing an overrepresentation of African Americans
2
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of a “microcosm of democracy” overlooks the Deweyinspired vocational curriculum that developed at many
CCC work sites.[7] Overall, Sealander’s criticisms of Progressive education echo postwar critics, such as Arthur
Bestor, who lambasted as anti-intellectual the “life adjustment education” curriculum that emerged in many
suburban high schools. e chapter shis abruptly to
a discussion of the “standards” movement of the 1980s
that grew out of the culture wars of the 1960s and 70s
as well as the early postwar curriculum struggles. By
contrast, the discussion of preschool and kindergarten
focuses heavily on the 1960s, especially the Head Start
program, which aempted to extend early childhood education to poor and working-class families. Promulgated
with a mixture of altruism and self-interest, Head Start
elicited a dispute over its long-term beneﬁts, a debate
which is ongoing. Over this same period, schools generally began to accommodate students with disabilities,
the subject of a separate chapter that nicely contextualizes the rise of special education with the normalization of disability in everyday life. Aer federal education
bills in 1966 and 1970 funded teacher training in special
education, the landmark Education of All Handicapped
Children Act of 1975 required schools to oﬀer special education services, which Sealander likens to aﬃrmative
action in that it forced schools to redistribute their meager resources. She concludes, provocatively, that schools
have become “skewed” (p. 290) unfairly in favor of disabled students, whose parents unleashed a tidal wave of
litigation that further drained school funds by the 1990s.

remains an unﬁnished and largely misunderstood revolution. According to Sealander, these “cautionary tales”
represent “state interactions with the citizenry at large”
and not just children (pp. 356-57), a statement that highlights a recurring interest throughout the book in larger
questions of policy and governance not limited to children. Scholars seeking information about key childhood
policies and national policy debates will ﬁnd this book
highly useful, while social and cultural historians interested in the experiences and viewpoints of the purported
objects of those policies–children and their families–may
object to the book’s methodology and may ﬁnd some
of its arguments somewhat reductive. Perhaps this is
inevitable in a study that covers a vast amount of territory. However, in many cases (Head Start comes to
mind), evaluations about the eﬀectiveness of a given policy or program that draw largely on survey data might
have been complicated by greater use of ethnographic literature.[8] Like contemporary policymakers, educators,
and social scientists, historians must grapple with the
daunting task of assessing policies that do not always
lend themselves readily to quantitative measurements.
e criticisms of the e Failed Century of the Child offered here stem from the diﬃculty of satisfying the recent turn in the history of childhood, which takes the
viewpoints of families and children seriously, while trying to synthesize a century’s worth of childhood policy.
is valuable policy history oﬀers a view beyond our hermetically sealed sub-ﬁelds in history to beer understand
how childhood policy is made from above, but in the process we may lose the ability to grapple with how it is ree last two chapters oﬀer compelling surveys of made from below.
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